Body

Girl

Boy

Eyes

🌟🌟 Has been skiing

●● Has not been skiing

Smile

😊 Has been ice skating

😢😢 Has never ice skated

Hat

Likes winter

Doesn’t like winter

Buttons

○ Wears mittens

○ Wears gloves

Nose

△ Likes hot cocoa

□ Does not like hot cocoa

Arms

Has been sledding this winter

Has not been sledding this winter

Clothing

 валы Boots= Goes ice fishing

вязы Scarf= Does not go ice Fishing
**Snowman Glyph Tally Sheet**

**Body**
- _______ Girl
- _______ Boy

**Eyes**
- _______ Has been skiing
- _______ Has not been skiing

**Smile**
- _______ Has been ice skating
- _______ Has never ice skated

**Hat**
- _______ Likes winter
- _______ Doesn’t like winter

**Buttons**
- _______ Wears mittens
- _______ Wears gloves

**Nose**
- _______ Likes hot cocoa
- _______ Does not like hot cocoa

**Arms**
- _______ Has been sledding this winter
- _______ Has not been sledding this winter

**Clothing**
- _______ Boots= Goes ice fishing
- _______ Scarf= Does not go ice fishing